
 

Success Story: Accurately reproduce a battlespace field test for 10% 

of the cost (DBES-64) 

 

Description 

The Digital Battlespace Environment Simulator (DBES) is a novel large-scale digital wireless channel 

emulator capable of running scenarios that emulate real world scenarios to evaluate actual wireless 

devices in the lab.  Running an in-lab test with the DBES is generally 10% the cost of its comparative real-

world field test and the findings are typically identical.  In addition, it is extremely repeatable with devices 

reporting less than 1 dB difference from run to run.  The DBES can currently connect 64 wireless devices in 

an all-to-all connectivity scheme and reproduce real-world channel effects (motion, Doppler, fading, 

multipath, etc).  It is government developed and owned (source code entirely GOTS and all hardware is 

COTS or GOTS).   

 

 

 

 



Relevance 

 

Current Method of testing 30+ radios in the field is: 

Expensive: A typical test can cost the government $5 million dollars or more. If an airborne asset or 

other special circumstance is required this price can increase further.  Multiple organizations are doing 

multiple tests such as these every year.  Logistics, people to operate systems in remote locations, time 

to physically move assets, and environmental effects (weather and differing physical conditions) make 

field testing expensive.   

Non-Repeatable: Because of the logistics and the environmental factors, the results can be challenging 

and sometimes impossible to reproduce.  

Methods for analyzing & debugging radios are inefficient.  

 

Solution 

 Full mesh topology, 64 all-to-all connectivity 

 12,000 independent propagation paths emulated in real-time 

 Connects actual Radios, run simulation with radios and jammers in the lab 

 Already used to test WNW GMR and HMS SRW radios 

 Emulates real world radio channels measured and standardized by ITU, 3GPP or CTIA 

 Supports Multi-path propagation (fast fading), Time-varying taps (motion), Frequency shifts due 

to Doppler-effect, Shadowing, Antenna effects etc.. 

 Ready-made test scenario pack available for tactical radio and MANET testing 

 FPGA-based with Nutaq’s TITAN-MIMO-4, can be configured with advanced scenario tools (STK, 

NRL Builder, Matlab, etc..)  

 Road map: scaling the system to connect over 1000 wireless devices with Nutaq’s new TITAN-

MIMO-6 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hardware used : Nutaq TitanMIMO-6 

 

User Defined Cable Link Topologies 

Nutaq's RRHs and Octal V6 Baseband Core modules are interconnected using cabled link technology 

that supports multiple communication topologies and which are user-defined, adaptable and scalable 

to multiple baseband processing schemes. 

This provides the TitanMIMO testbed with 

almost infinite flexibility and reduces the risk 

associated with fixed solution that can’t be 

adapted and can’t scale. 

These 20 Gbps full-duplex link per cable are 

offered over Mini-SAS physical interfaces. 

Nutaq selected these interfaces due to their 

small form factor, high speed rate available, 

and low cost compared to existing SFP-type 

interfaces. Each of the Mini-SAS connection 

are directly interfaced to 4x Virtex-6 FPGA’s 

full-duplex high speed MGT (Multi-Gigabit Transceiver) interface. 

These physical interfaces can support multiple protocol layers. Provided with the TitanMIMO 

development software are high-speed and low-latency Aurora-4x protocol (20 Gbps) full duplex 

interfaces. Users may employ these physical interface to support other telecom standard such as the 

CPRI protocol to validate scenarios which are similar to final deployment scenarios. 

These Mini-SAS cable link can be offered in either copper or optical versions, enabling the RRH to be 

at a distance from the baseband processing if needed. 

To illustrate the enormous throughput capacity and flexibility of the TitanMIMO-6 series, for each RRH 

(consisting of 8x TRXs) only one of the seven available 20 Gbps links is required to support the entire 

data rate of the all eight TRXs in sustained real-time operation. This assumes no 

decimation/upconversion within the RRH's FPGA, i.e. in bypass-mode. The remaining 6x links are 

therefore available for other interconnection topologies. 

System Synchronization 

Radio Remote Heads (RRH) 

Each Nutaq RRH includes two Radio640 FMC double-stack modules, each providing four TRX, thus a total 

of eight TRX per RRH. 

Each Radio640 has onboad CLK but also can accept an external CLK/REF input as well as one or two 

external LO(s) input used for TDD or FDD topologies respectively. 

In order to synchronise all radios, Nutaq provides uSync CLKs 19" rackmount modules to accomplish these 

tasks. The uSync systems are specifically designed to ensure phase coherency between all CLKs as well as 

all LOs, and are stackable to scale for clocking very large systems. 



A Common Time Base 

On top of synchronising radio heads for beamforming applications, the uSync CLK module allows CLK 

disciplining to an external reference or embedded GPS. 

The user selected reference can then be distributed 

on all RRH and Octal V6 Baseband Processor Cores 

to ensure precise time-based communication 

between all FPGAs within the system, through the 

use of VITA49 communication protocols. Through 

the uTCA/ATCA backplane, the PPS and 10 MHz 

time signals are distributed to ensure a deterministic 

communication system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learn more on Nutaq TitanMIMO-6 

http://www.nutaq.com/products/titanmimo-6

